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Preface
The DA-360 DominoPLUS™ analyzer provides the ability to simulate and
analyze network traffic when combined with additional components.  By
removing the interface module and Broadband Analyzer Module (BAM) from
your DA-30C analyzer and inserting them into the DominoPLUS analyzer, you
can take advantage of the feature-rich Domino family of WG products.  All BAMs
are supported, except the 52 Mbps BAM, which is numbered BN 9305/90.48.

About This Book

This book provides an overview of the DominoPLUS analyzer.  It includes
product specifications, connection guidelines, and cabling information.

Related Publications

For setting up the DominoPLUS hardware, no additional documentation is
required.  For detailed information related to using the DominoPLUS with
specific interface modules, see the documentation that comes with the interface
module and software that you are using.

Product Registration

Please take a moment to fill out the registration card and mail it to your local
Wandel & Goltermann, Inc. sales office.
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Customer Support

If you have a question about the DominoPLUS analyzer, refer to this manual.  If
you cannot find the answer, contact Customer Support by telephone, by fax, or
by sending an e-mail message through the Internet.

Before you contact Customer Support:

You should be at your workstation and be prepared to provide the following
information:

• The version number of the WG applications that you are using and the
serial number of the analyzer.

• The type of hardware that you are using, including network hardware.

• The exact wording of any messages that appear on your screen.

• What happened and what you were doing when the problem occurred.

Customer Support Contacts:

Voice

US and Canada 800 346-6332
Other Countries 919 941-5730

Fax 919 941-9226

E-Mail tac@wg.com

Website www.wg.com

Address Wandel & Goltermann, Inc.
1030 Swabia Court, P. O. Box 13585
Research Triangle Park, NC, 27709  USA

Explanation of Special Information

Note:

A note conveys information, that, if overlooked, will seriously inconvenience the
user but cause no permanent or unrecoverable errors.

Caution:

A caution message alerts you to the possibility of damage to the instrument and
describes the nature of the potential damage and steps to avoid the problem.
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1. Introduction and Specifications
This chapter gives an overview of the DominoPLUS™ analyzer and provides
extensive safety and environment information.  Please read this chapter
carefully to ensure the successful and safe operation of your DominoPLUS.

1.1. Product Overview

The DominoPLUS analyzer is a small, portable, network analysis instrument
that, when combined with interface modules, a personal computer, and
associated software, enables you to simulate and analyze network traffic.  If you
are currently using a DA-30C analyzer, you can remove the interface module
and broadband analyzer module (BAM) from your DA-30C analyzer and insert
them into the DominoPLUS analyzer.  In this way, you can take advantage of
the feature-rich Domino family of WG products.

Multiple DominoPLUS analyzers (up to a maximum of eight) can be linked
together through a single personal computer to allow the concurrent analysis of
multiple network interfaces.  More information about this is provided in section
2.4, “Connecting Multiple DominoPLUS Analyzers” on page 2-6.

Notes:

• The DominoPLUS analyzer can be operated remotely using the
DominoServer product.  DominoPLUS analyzers configured with certain
interface modules can also operate with the DominoREMOTE product.  For
more information, see the documentation associated with the interface
module that you are using.

• Your DominoPLUS analyzer comes with a Domino-to-PC cable (K9123) for
connecting the DominoPLUS to a personal computer.

1.2. Physical Positioning of the DominoPLUS Analyzer

For safe operation, position your DominoPLUS analyzer as follows:

1. Place the unit on a flat, horizontal surface.  If your personal computer is a
notebook computer, it can be placed either next to or stacked on top of the
DominoPLUS analyzer.

2. If your personal computer is a notebook computer and you are operating
multiple DominoPLUS analyzers, you can stack them and place your
notebook computer on the top of the uppermost unit in the stack.
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1.3. Important Safety Information

This equipment should only be used for the intended purposes as described in
this publication.  Misuse of this equipment may cause damage or serious
personal injury.

1.3.1. Power Supply

The DominoPLUS analyzer has an internal AC switching power supply that
automatically adjusts to input voltage within this range:  from 100 volts AC to
240 volts AC.

The DominoPLUS analyzer does not have a power on/off switch.  The IEC AC
power inlet must remain readily accessible.

1.3.2. Operating Voltage

The device has universal input and accepts an input range of 100 to 240 VAC
50/60 HZ, 150 VA.  Do not connect the unit to a power source that exceeds the
voltage rating of the unit.

1.3.3. Safety Class

In addition to meeting the safety compliance requirements for CE Mark, this
product is certified as follows:

• UL 3111-1

• CSA-C22.2 No. 1010-1-92

• IEC-1010-1

• EN-61010-1

1.3.4. Equipment Necessary to Ensure Compliance with EMC Directive

For information about compliance with EMC requirements, see the
documentation provided with the particular interface module that you are using
with the DominoPLUS.
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1.3.5. CE Mark Conformity

The DominoPLUS analyzer conforms to the requirements of the European EMC
Directive (89/336/EEC) as amended by Directive 92/31/EEC and 93/68/EEC.

The following European standards apply:

• EN 55 022 (1994) (CISPR 22):  Limits and methods of measurement of
radio disturbance characteristics of Information Technology Equipment

• EN 50 082-1:  Electromagnetic Compatibility - Generic Immunity Standard
part 1:  Residential, commercial, and light industry.

In addition, this instrument complies with the requirements of the Low Voltage
Directive (73/23/EEC) as amended by Directive 93/68/EEC, applying one of the
following European standards:

• EN 61010-1 (IEC1010-1):  Safety regulations for electrical measuring,
control and laboratory instruments:  Part 1:  general requirements.

• EN 950 (IEC 950):  Safety of Information technology equipment, including
electrical office machines.

The EC declaration of Conformity is issued by:

Wandel and Goltermann Ltd.
Burrington Way
Plymouth
Devon PL5 3LZ
Great Britain

1.3.6. Clearance Requirements

The DominoPLUS analyzer is forced-air cooled.  Both sides of the case have
ventilation openings to increase air flow.  The clearance requirements are
provided in the following table.

DominoPLUS Analyzer Area Clearance

Top No clearance required.

Bottom .6 cm (.25 in) provided by the feet.

Back 10 cm (4 in) for cable connections.

Sides 2.5 cm (1 in).
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1.4. EMC Information

No regularly scheduled maintenance is necessary to ensure EMC compliance.

1.5. Environmental Specifications

The DominoPLUS analyzer is subject to the environmental specifications below.

Condition Specification

Installation category Transient Overvoltage Category II

Pollution Degree 2

Operating Temperature +5 to 40°C

Storage and Transport
Temperature

-20 to +60°C

Air Humidity Up to 30° C, relative humidity 20-80%; over 30° C,
absolute humidity:  ≤25 g/m; no guarantee for
continuous operation in a warm, damp
environment.

Altitude Up to 2000 M (6562 ft)

1.6. Handling Static-Sensitive Components and Cleaning the
DominoPLUS Analyzer

Electrostatic discharge (ESD) can damage devices that are sensitive to ESD.
When removing or inserting interface modules or BAMs, it is important to take
precautions to prevent such damage.  We recommend that you use a static-mat
or a static wrist-band.  The use of a static-free bag for storing an interface
module or a BAM is highly recommended.

If there is dust on an interface module or a BAM, remove the dust by blowing
gently on the interface module or BAM in a direction away from electronic
equipment.

To clean the external case of the analyzer, wipe the surface with a dry cloth to
remove dust.  For more extensive cleaning, use a damp cloth moistened with a
mild detergent solution.  No abrasive cleansers should be used.  Do not allow
any liquid to enter the ventilation openings.
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2. Orientation and Installation
This chapter explains how to set up and cable your DominoPLUS™ analyzer.
This chapter also includes special instructions for customers who are removing
the interface module and BAM from their DA-30C analyzer for use in the
DominoPLUS.  If you have not done so, review Chapter 1 “Introduction and
Specifications” for information regarding the general use, placement, and space
requirements of the DominoPLUS before continuing with the installation.

2.1. The DominoPLUS Front Panel

The front panel of the DominoPLUS analyzer has a Power light and a Selected
light in addition to the Light Emitting Diode (LED) area.  The Power light
indicates that the analyzer is connected to a power source.  The Selected light
is only lit when data is being exchanged between the DominoPLUS analyzer
and your personal computer. The horizontal LED overlay, showing the status of
the line, rests in the recessed area of the front panel.  Each interface module
has its own corresponding LED overlay.

Figure 2-1. The DominoPLUS Analyzer Front Panel

2.2. The DominoPLUS Analyzer Rear Panel

The rear panel of the analyzer is shown below.

Figure 2-2. The DominoPLUS Analyzer Rear Panel
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2.2.1. Rear Panel Port Descriptions

Port Description

Printer Port The parallel printer port is used to connect the
DominoPLUS analyzer to a printer or to the next Domino
device (if you are using more than one).

PC Host Port The PC Host port is used to connect the DominoPLUS
analyzer to your personal computer or to the previous
Domino device (if you are using more than one).

TRIG IN The external trigger input port is a 2.5 mm. audio jack.
Review the documentation associated with the particular
interface module and application that you are using to
determine if the trigger input port is active.

TRIG OUT The external trigger output is a 2.5 mm. audio jack.
Review the documentation associated with the particular
interface module and application that you are using to
determine if the trigger output port is active.

AC Power The analyzer has an internal AC switching power supply
that automatically adjusts to input voltage within this
range:  from 100 volts AC to 240 volts AC 50/60 HZ.

2.2.2. Cable Descriptions

Cable Description

Domino-to-PC
(K9123)

A 0.45 m twisted cable that terminates with a standard
DB-25 male connector and a 50 pin .05” plug connector.

Domino-to-
Printer
(K9125)

A 1 m twisted pair cable that terminates with a 36-pin
male Centronics connector and a 50-pin .05” plug
connector.  (This is an optional cable.)

Domino-to-
Domino
(K9194)

A 0.3 m twisted pair cable.  Both ends terminate with a
50-pin .05” plug.  (This is an optional cable.)
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2.3. Installation

This chapter includes information and instructions for:

• Removing or inserting an interface module or BAM into a DominoPLUS

• Connecting the DominoPLUS to a personal computer

• Connecting multiple DominoPLUS analyzers

Notice that a screwdriver is provided with your analyzer to help you with
removing or installing modules.

If you are taking an interface module and a BAM from a DA-30C analyzer and
installing them into the DominoPLUS analyzer, read the two sections below and
then continue as directed below.  If your DominoPLUS analyzer came with an
interface module and a BAM installed, skip the information provided in the two
sections below on this page but continue reading on the next page.

2.3.1. Removing the Interface Module and BAM from the DA-30C

Your DA-30C analyzer comes with detailed instructions for removing modules
from the DA-30C analyzer.  Below is an overview of the required steps.

To remove the interface module or the BAM from the DA-30C
Analyzer:

1. Disconnect the power cable and any devices or cables that may be
attached to the DA-30C analyzer.  See section 1.6, “Handling Static
Sensitive Components and Cleaning the DominoPLUS analyzer.”

2. With a small slot screwdriver, loosen the top and bottom screws that are
holding the module in place.

3. Pull the ejector button until you feel that it is released.

4. Grasp the module by the ejector button and pull the module out of the slot.

2.3.2. Using the Interface Module and BAM from the DA-30C

After removing the interface module and the BAM from the DA-30C analyzer,
you are ready to install them into the DominoPLUS.  Continue by reading the
instructions under section 2.3.4, “Inserting the Interface Module and BAM into
the DominoPLUS,” on page 2-4.
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2.3.3. Removing an Interface Module or a BAM From the DominoPLUS

If your DominoPLUS analyzer came with an interface module and a BAM
installed, you should not need to remove them.  However, follow these steps if
you need to remove them for maintenance needs or due to equipment changes.

1. Disconnect the power cable from the AC power input connector.  See
section 1.6, “Handling Static Sensitive Components and Cleaning the
DominoPLUS analyzer.”

2. With a small slot screwdriver, loosen the screws that are holding the
module in place.

3. Pull the ejector button until you feel that it is released.

4. Grasp the module by the ejector button and pull the module out of the slot.

2.3.4. Inserting the Interface Module and BAM into the DominoPLUS

To install the modules into the rear panel:

1. Disconnect the power cable from the AC power input connector.  See
section 1.6, “Handling Static Sensitive Components and Cleaning the
DominoPLUS analyzer.”

2. Insert the interface module into the top slot as far as it will go.

 The interface module must be in the top slot for the analyzer to function.

3. Tighten the two screws until the interface module is firmly in place.

4. Insert the BAM into the bottom slot as far as it will go.

 The BAM must be in the bottom slot for the analyzer to function.

5. Tighten the two screws until the BAM is firmly in place.

6. Insert the appropriate interface module overlay on the front panel.

Figure 2-3.  Inserting the interface module and BAM into the DominoPLUS Analyzer
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2.3.5. Connecting the DominoPLUS Analyzer to Your Personal Computer

To connect the analyzer to your personal computer, use the Domino-to-PC
cable (K9123 or K9137, which is a longer version of K9123) supplied with your
DominoPLUS analyzer.

To connect the analyzer to your PC:

1. Connect the 50-pin plug to the PC Host port on the analyzer.

2. Connect the DB-25 plug to the standard parallel port on your computer.

3. To connect the DominoPLUS analyzer to your printer, use the optional
Domino-to-PC cable (K9125) to connect the printer port on the last analyzer
in the stack to the connector on your printer.

Figure 2-4 shows the DominoPLUS device cabling connections.

Printer

Domino to Printer

Domino to PC

DominoPLUS

Notebook Computer

Figure 2-4. Connecting the Analyzer to your Personal Computer
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2.4. Connecting Multiple DominoPLUS Analyzers

Each DominoPLUS analyzer monitors a single network interface.  However, you
can link up to eight analyzers together and control them with a single computer.
The DominoPLUS analyzer can operate with up to seven other hardware
components of the Domino family (or six with a printer), depending upon the
capability of the computer used.  One of the hardware components can be a
DominoServer.  Processor power, memory, parallel port speed, and circuit
utilization all influence the performance of using multiple Domino devices.

To set up a stack of linked DominoPLUS analyzers:

1. Use the Domino-to-PC cable (K9123 or K9137) to connect the host port on
the first analyzer to the standard parallel port on your computer.

2. Use the Domino-to-Domino cable (K9194) to connect the printer port
(output) on the first DominoPLUS analyzer to the computer host port (input)
on the second analyzer in the stack.

3. Use the Domino-to-Printer cable (K9125) to connect the Printer port on the
last analyzer in the stack to the connector on your printer.

Printer

DominoPLUS

Notebook Computer

Domino to PC

Domino to Printer

Domino to Domino

Figure 2-5. Connecting Multiple DominoPLUS Devices
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